COVERAGE STRATEGY FOR HETEROGENEOUS NODES IN WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK BASED ON TEMPORAL VARIABILITY OF FARMLAND
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Given temporal variability of farmland, the coverage rate of wireless sensor network (WSN) is usually low. There may arise the problems of blind spot area and congestion of hot spots. We propose a coverage strategy for heterogeneous nodes in WSN based on temporal variability of farmland, which predicts the key nodes using key node prediction model according to temporal variability of farmland environment. Through introduction of renewable energy nodes, the positions of heterogeneous nodes in the network can be determined. The task is re-allocated to the heterogeneous nodes depending on the residual energy of nodes, and the state of nodes in the network is adjusted dynamically. Simulation shows that CSHN can effectively reduce the node death rate and network energy consumption, while prolonging the survival of network and equalizing coverage and network energy consumption.
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Strategija pokrivenosti za heterogene čvorove u bežičnoj mreži senzora na temelju vremenske promjenljivosti poljoprivrednog zemljiša


Ključne riječi: bežična mreža senzora (WSN); heterogeni čvor; potrošnja energije mreže; stopa pokrivenosti; vremenska promjenljivost poljoprivrednog zemljišta

1 Introduction

Wireless sensor network (WSN) requires no establishment of infrastructures and integrates sensor technology, modern network technology and other hi-tech that renders high performance [1, 2]. WSN deploys sensors to acquire information and performs information fusion by embedded computing. For data transmission between the nodes, multi-hop technique and distributed information processing are usually used [3]. WSN has the advantages of low energy consumption, low cost, easy deployment, management and maintenance and flexible communications. WSN is composed of hundreds or thousands of nodes, with each node constituted by wireless communication module, processor module, sensor module and energy supply module. The nodes can be randomly or intentionally deployed, and the information of the object to be monitored in the covered area is collected and processed via wireless communications [4]. The operation of WSN needs no human work and can be done by self-organization mechanism. However, the electric energy available for running the WSN is limited, especially when there is no man to attend it or when WSN operates in adverse environment. It may be impossible to replace the power supply repeatedly, and to be able to work for a long time [5]. WSN needs to have a low energy consumption and long service life.

In order to improve the performance and coverage of WSN, the strategy of dense deployment is usually adopted. But this has the problem of creating abundant nodes as well as abundant data collection, wireless channel interference, and high energy consumption due to aggravated channel conflict. Density control is to make some redundant nodes dormant, thus reducing network redundancy and network energy consumption and prolonging service life. Most of the current density control algorithms rely on external equipment for acquiring geographical information of the nodes and calculating the covering relations of the nodes. However, this method not only increases the network operating cost, but also has difficulty in acquiring accurate information of redundant nodes when the positioning information is less correct. As a consequence, there may be blind spot area and a reduction of coverage rate. More and more researches on coverage control [6, 7] have been done recently, there are two main methods: One is research node scheduling strategy, which puts redundancy nodes take turns into dormant state; The other is research network coverage hole detection and repair strategy, which imagines the sensor node perception range as a circle based on Voronoi and divided monitoring area into multiple Voronoi polygon according to sensor node location information. So, coverage control problem has changed into the famous geometry problem. Literature [8] carried out calculation of covering relations of nodes without precise knowledge of geographical positions of nodes. The results of network detection are inaccurate because of calculation errors and presence of blind spot area. Therefore, node deployment strategy of WSN without knowing the geographical information of nodes is the topic under intensive study at present. The solutions to this problem are to precisely locate the redundant nodes and obtain the minimum cover set so as to achieve
optimal node deployment. C. Liu et al. [9] randomly divided sensor nodes into k subsets with each node periodically performing the sensing task. But their method has the problem of unpredictable coverage rate due to randomness of subset division. Literature [10] was concerned with node deployment and coverage in circular area. The minimum number of nodes was determined for the entire monitored area by calculating the inclusion angle between the circle and the monitored area. Though the number of redundant nodes was decreased and the coverage rate was high, the network connectivity was reduced. WSN is usually seen in adverse environment, where battery replacement is difficult. Given the limited electric power supplied by conventional batteries, other forms of energy can be utilized, including solar energy, wind energy, heat energy, mechanical vibration energy, acoustic energy and electromagnetic energy. Some studies have been conducted on how to harvest these forms of energy, and progress is made in harvesting mechanical vibration energy and light energy in particular. The idea of utilizing renewable energy has been proposed for WSN, and WSN in agriculture utilizing solar energy is among the research hotspots. The coverage rate is an important parameter of WSN obtained integrity and non-repudiation information. This reflects WSN perception ability, which was used to describe the quality of service [11-13]. In order to achieve full coverage of the monitor area, the most usual way to improve the coverage rate of wireless sensor network is dense deployment. In this deployment strategy, coverage rate was assured, but there is perception coverage intersection between nodes in the network, which will cause some problems such as information data redundancy acquisition, channel conflict and so on. Meanwhile, input-output ratio was considered in the environmental monitoring, so the dense deployment strategy is not usually adopted when the fund is insufficient. In the development of agriculture, WSN has low power consumption and low cost, which has been widely applied to real-time monitoring for large-scale farmland production. The monitoring effectiveness depends on the coverage ratio of the wireless sensor network, the continuous working time, the data transmission time and some other factors. Therefore, the coverage strategy of wireless sensor nodes and other factors is very important to the monitoring quality. The coverage characteristics of wireless sensor node are affected by temporal variability of farmland such as the crop planting density and height, the foliage density, etc. We propose a coverage strategy for heterogeneous nodes in WSN based on temporal variability of farmland with the goal of improving the coverage rate. First we establish the key node prediction model with the factors of path loss W, sensing probability of node P, effective sensing area S and residual energy Q. Thus, the attribute x of key nodes of WSN is determined. The network maintains good connectivity after topology changes of WSN. The nodes utilizing renewable energy are introduced. These nodes can achieve energy self-supply by harvesting solar energy as well as automatic management of recharging and energy storage. Therefore, the energy saving performance is adjusted dynamically. Using this prediction model, the performance of the key nodes is analysed. Depending on the temporal and spatial variability of farmland environment, total number of nodes, proportions of ordinary nodes and nodes utilizing renewable energy, positions of heterogeneous nodes and node importance are converted into linear constraint conditions. The blind spot area and congestion of hot spots can be avoided by reasonably deploying each type of nodes and optimizing the positions of heterogeneous nodes. In the meantime, the coverage rate of WSN is increased. In order to equalize the network energy consumption and considering the difference in energy supply between ordinary nodes and nodes utilizing renewable energy, the task is re-allocated to the heterogeneous nodes based on residual energy of nodes combining the mechanism of interactive deployment of heterogeneous nodes. Through dynamic adjustment, the network energy consumption is equalized with lower node death rate, lower unnecessary energy consumption and longer service life.

2 Network model and problem description

2.1 Network model

Let the WSN consist of N nodes randomly and evenly deployed in a 2D monitored area A, which is assumed to possess the following features:

1. The nodes are heterogeneous in that ordinary nodes and nodes utilizing solar energy are deployed. These nodes constitute the wireless self-organizing network.
2. The node communication radius $R_c$ has the following relation with the maximum sensing radius $R_s$: $R_c \geq 2R_s$.
3. The initial energy of all nodes is $W$ and there are synchronized clocks.
4. The boundary effect of the monitored area is negligible with high node density.
5. The precise positions of the nodes in the network are known, and the nodes can acquire the information of the neighbouring nodes within the effective communication radius, including residual electric power and positions.

2.2 Problem description

A large amount of nodes are randomly and evenly deployed within monitored area $A$. The node set is $S$, and the minimum coverage rate is $\eta$. Based on differentiation of the monitored area, the key node set $a$ is found. Thus the heterogeneous nodes are reasonably deployed to prolong the service life and minimize energy consumption.

**Definition 1** (redundant nodes)

Within monitored area $A$, there are nodes $S_i$ and $S_j$, $i \neq j$. If the sensing area of $S_i$ and $S_j$ has the following relation, i.e. $\Omega_i \cap \Omega_j = \Omega_i$, where $\Omega_i$ is the effective sensing area of $S_i$ in area $A$ and $\Omega_j$ is the effective sensing area of $S_j$, then $S_j$ is considered redundant.

**Definition 2** (node redundancy)

Consider any node $S_i$ and the set $S_{0i}$ of its neighbour nodes within the monitored area. Let the sensing area of $S_i$ be $\varphi$, the set of sensing area of $S_{0i}$ be $I = \{i_1, \ldots, i_n\}$, and node redundancy of $S_i$ be $\Gamma$. 
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nodes; abrupt increase of data traffic and natural disasters will indicate of WSN. As WSN operates, key node failure, determined network segmentation. The nodes start with the same initial state, and as time progresses, there will be differences in the monitored environment and allocated task, leading to differences in state of nodes. Based on spatial and temporal variability of farmland environment, we classify the monitored area and determine the key nodes that have a constraint on network performance. Thus the set of key nodes and the key node prediction model are established. In ideal situations, the propagation loss increases with the transmission distance:

\[ l = \frac{P_s}{P_r} = \left( \frac{4\pi d}{c^2} \right)^2 \]

where \( l \) is propagation loss; \( P_s \) is transmission power; \( P_r \) is received power; \( d \) is the distance between the transmitting node and the receiving node. Considering temporal and spatial variability of farmland, the path loss of signals during propagation is expressed as

\[ w = 10n \log \left( \frac{4\pi}{\lambda} \right) + 10n \log d + f(h, d, \nu) \]

where \( w \) is intensity of path loss; \( f(h, d, \nu) \) is environmental factor function related to temporal variability; \( h \) is the height of crops; \( d \) is the distance between crops; \( \nu \) is crop density. For monitored area \( A \) where node \( S_i \) is located, the set of its neighbour nodes is \( G \); For any point a in area \( A \), the probability of being sensed by a node in \( G \) is expressed as

\[ P = \frac{R_i^2}{4(R_i^2 - \sigma^2)} \]

Effective coverage of WSN is related to the sensing probability for the area being monitored. As the signals propagate, the signal intensity will decrease with the increasing propagation distance. For extensive crop growing area, the changing growth status of the crops will lead to changes of the entire environment being monitored. The indicators of crops, including density, height and leaf area, will all influence wireless signal transmission and network coverage. Consider a point a within monitored area \( A \). If this point can be sensed by a node \( S_i \), then this node is considered effective and the wireless signals of this node can be received. Let \( w_k \) be the path loss threshold. If the path loss of relevant node is less than \( w_k \), this means the point cannot be sensed by the nodes and the signals are not effectively received. Thus this node is ineffective, and the point represents the blind spot area.

2.3 Key node prediction model

Network connectivity is an important performance indicator of WSN. As WSN operates, key node failure, abrupt increase of data traffic and natural disasters will occur [14+16]. As a result, the network link will break and the communication efficiency decreases. These emergencies are closely related to the monitored environment. The farmland has certain temporal and spatial variability, and how to locate the key nodes to cope with emergencies is crucial for improving network coverage. The key nodes of WSN are the nodes that influence network connectivity and whose effectiveness determines network segmentation. The nodes start with the same initial state, and as time progresses, there will be differences in the monitored environment and allocated task, leading to differences in state of nodes. Based on spatial and temporal variability of farmland environment, we classify the monitored area and determine the key nodes that have a constraint on network performance. Thus the set of key nodes and the key node prediction model are established. In ideal situations, the propagation loss increases with the transmission distance:

\[ l = \frac{P_s}{P_r} = \left( \frac{4\pi d}{c^2} \right)^2 \]

where \( l \) is propagation loss; \( P_s \) is transmission power; \( P_r \) is received power; \( d \) is the distance between the transmitting node and the receiving node. Considering temporal and spatial variability of farmland, the path loss of signals during propagation is expressed as

\[ w = 10n \log \left( \frac{4\pi}{\lambda} \right) + 10n \log d + f(h, \nu) \]

where \( w \) is intensity of path loss; \( f(h, \nu) \) is environmental factor function related to temporal variability; \( h \) is the height of crops; \( d \) is the distance between crops; \( \nu \) is crop density. For monitored area \( A \) where node \( S_i \) is located, the set of its neighbour nodes is \( G \); For any point a in area \( A \), the probability of being sensed by a node in \( G \) is expressed as

\[ P = \frac{R_i^2}{4(R_i^2 - \sigma^2)} \]

Effective coverage of WSN is related to the sensing probability for the area being monitored. As the signals propagate, the signal intensity will decrease with the increasing propagation distance. For extensive crop growing area, the changing growth status of the crops will lead to changes of the entire environment being monitored. The indicators of crops, including density, height and leaf area, will all influence wireless signal transmission and network coverage. Consider a point a within monitored area \( A \). If this point can be sensed by a node \( S_i \), then this node is considered effective and the wireless signals of this node can be received. Let \( w_k \) be the path loss threshold. If the path loss of relevant node is less than \( w_k \), this means the point cannot be sensed by the nodes and the signals are not effectively received. Thus this node is ineffective, and the point represents the blind spot area.

![Figure 1 Effective sensing radius of node](image-url)
The effective sensing area of point a is estimated as follows. The effective sensing probability of node b for point a is \( p(a) \), and several nodes similar as b constitute the effective sensing area of point a. However, this effective sensing area is not a regular circle that is otherwise supposed in ideal situation. Thus the effective sensing area \( S \) is expressed as

\[
S = \int_{0}^{2\pi} \int_{0}^{r_0} p(r) r \, dr \, d\varphi = 2\pi \int_{0}^{r_0} \left( 1 - f(h, d_h, \varphi) + \frac{\Phi}{2} \left( \frac{r}{r_0} \right) \right) r \, dr \, d\varphi
\]

where \( r_0 \) is sensing radius of node; \( \Phi \) is attenuation factor due to temporal variability of environment. The larger the \( \Phi \), the greater the influence of environmental changes on signal propagation will be. The main factors influencing network coverage are path loss \( W \), sensing probability \( P \), effective sensing area \( S \) and residual energy \( Q \) of the node. These factors constitute the attribute \( x \) of key nodes.

\[
\chi = \alpha W + \beta S + \gamma Q + \delta P
\]

where \( \alpha, \beta, \gamma \) and \( \delta \) are the weights of attribute factors, and \( \alpha + \beta + \gamma = 1 \). When the spacing between the crops is large, the weight of sensing probability is higher; when the crop growth is faster and the leaf area index is larger, the path loss has a higher weight. The attributes of key nodes in WSN are in direct proportion to network coverage. When the nodes are sparse, the network cost can be decreased by adjusting weight and the number of nodes; when the nodes are dense, the interactive deployment of nodes can be invoked to reduce cost and the path loss arising from channel interference.

### 3 Coverage strategy

According to the key node prediction model, the growth status of crops has considerable impact on wireless signal transmission, which also shows spatial and temporal variability between nodes as they operate. This will lead to changes of network topography and network connectivity. For WSN, node energy is the decisive factor that relates to all these problems, and nodes utilizing renewable energy are introduced here. However, this creates heterogeneity of nodes. Combining key node prediction model, energy supply features of two nodes and network connectivity, we propose a deployment strategy for the heterogeneous nodes. This strategy aims to reduce total number of nodes, coverage redundancy and blind spot area and to improve network performance.

Letting \( N(t) \) be the total number of nodes at time \( t \),

\[
N(t) = \int_{0}^{t} r(t, \sigma, \xi) \, dt
\]

where \( \sigma \) and \( \xi \) are the proportions of ordinary nodes and nodes utilizing renewable energy, respectively, and \( \sigma + \xi = 1 \).

\[
\Gamma(\sigma, \xi) = \lim_{t \to \infty} \frac{1}{E[N(t)]} \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} \sum_{j=1}^{\infty} r(h, d_h, \nu) \sigma_i \xi_j
\]

It can be known that \( \sigma \) and \( \xi \) vary within the interval \((0, 1)\). When \( \sigma \to 0 \) and \( \xi \to 1 \), the network has good correction capacity on redundancy; when \( \sigma \to 1 \) and \( \xi \to 0 \), the network has good connectivity. Thus, redundancy and blind spot area can be balanced by adjusting \( \sigma \) and \( \xi \) to optimize connectivity and area coverage. To ensure network connectivity, the minimum path length \( L \) between nodes needs to be related to the average distance \( d_{ij} \) between ordinary node and node utilizing renewable energy by the following formula:

\[
L = \frac{\eta}{N(N-1)} \sum_{i \neq j} d_{ij}
\]

The role played by heterogeneous nodes has to change constantly. Letting node importance be \( \mathcal{R}_i \) and node degree of node \( i \) be \( h_i \),

\[
\mathcal{R}_i = \frac{h_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} h_i} \Theta(\sigma, \xi, t).
\]

Depending on spatial and temporal variability of farmland, total number of nodes, proportion of ordinary nodes and nodes utilizing renewable energy, positions of heterogeneous nodes and node importance are converted into linear constraints. By constraint tightening, the feasible solution obtained is the deployment of heterogeneous nodes.

![Figure 2](image-url) Deployment of heterogeneous nodes in WSN

To equalize network energy consumption with heterogeneous nodes, the interactive deployment of nodes is conducted. Two problems are considered: firstly, how the nodes determine the attributes of itself, i.e., redundant or not, and the residual energy; secondly, what is the deployment strategy for the redundant node that can prolong the service life and reduce energy consumption of the network on the basis of ensuring coverage.
The attributes of redundant nodes are analysed, including both ordinary nodes and nodes utilizing renewable energy. The redundancy of nodes is first determined according to the relation between residual energy of nodes and network coverage, and then the redundant node set is obtained. Thus the state of the redundant nodes is adjusted based on residual energy. Some redundant nodes are made dormant or shifting between different states according to network operation and node redundancy. The deployment of redundant nodes is performed as follows according to residual energy and current coverage:

Step 1 Determine the redundant node set and acquire the residual energy of nodes.

Step 2 On Delaunay triangulation pattern \( G(S_i, E, V) \) for node set, the non-redundant nodes and the sides connecting to these nodes are removed using redundant node set. Thus a new pattern is obtained. If the redundant nodes are made dormant, the adjacent redundant nodes are dormant as well. As a result, there will be blind spot area in WSN. The selection of redundant nodes should be based on the area coverage of nodes.

Step 3 The expectation of redundancy is related to the number of neighbour nodes of the current node to be made dormant. Thus the nodes having a larger number of redundant neighbour nodes are preferred. If the two nodes have equal number of redundant neighbour nodes, the node \( v_k \) that has a lower residual energy is made dormant, and this node is placed (replicated) into the set of dormant nodes \( Q \); otherwise, the node that has a higher residual energy is made dormant. However, this may lead to earlier death of other nodes due to excess task allocated to them, resulting in lower network connectivity and shorter service life.

Step 4 Repeat the above steps until all nodes are transversed. The nodes included in set \( Q \) are nodes that can be made dormant; nodes in \( V - Q \) constitute the connected cover set based on equalized energy consumption for area \( T \).

4 Simulation experiment

We perform simulation experiment to compare the performance of different algorithms, the simulation tool use MATLAB. The experiment scenarios are configured as follows: there are 120 nodes in the area of 100 \( \times \) 100 m\(^2\); 100 are ordinary nodes and the remaining 20 are nodes utilizing solar energy. The nodes have consistent initial energy 2 J; the maximum communication radius of nodes \( R_c = 20 \text{ m} \), while the sensing radius is variable. The operating state of the nodes is sampled at different time points, and the performance of the algorithm is measured by 1) network connectivity; 2) total number of nodes; 3) residual energy of nodes; 4) quality of coverage. The strategy this paper proposed is named after CSHN (coverage strategy for heterogeneous nodes in WSN based on temporal variability of farmland) for convenient. CSHN is compared with the distributed random algorithm.

Connectivity is the core aspect of WSN and the precondition for communications of all nodes. After collaboration between nodes for some time, connectivity will change due to differentiation of monitored environment and operating state. It can be seen from Fig. 3(b) that CSHN algorithm has a better connectivity with uniform distribution of nodes. Because of differences in deployment strategy, the difference in connectivity is expanding, and the gain in performance of nodes is gradually increasing. The increase in connectivity is largely related to deployment under the same environmental parameters.

Fig. 4 shows the variation of effective nodes in the network over time. The number of effective nodes is one key factor controlling the service life and performance of network. At the beginning of operation, the nodes have small difference, and the number of effective nodes changes little. But as time progresses, some nodes die because of tasks allocated to them and the variability of environment. This affects network stability. With the same coverage, CSHN algorithm and random algorithm begin to show different number of effective nodes. CSHN algorithm has a larger number of effective nodes and better extensibility.
Network energy consumption rate is the ratio of energy lost to total energy and is one measure of network performance. Fig. 5 provides the variation of energy consumption rate for each algorithm. The two algorithms have similar energy consumption at the start, but as time progresses, CSHN algorithm shows superiority in energy consumption. With the introduction of nodes utilizing solar energy and prediction of key nodes depending on environment, the solar energy utilization efficiency is increased, and the distribution of energy consumption across the nodes is made more uniform. Early death of nodes is avoided, and the total energy consumption of network is decreased.

Coverage rate is an important indicator of coverage quality. Fig. 6 shows the relationship between coverage rate and service life of network. At the beginning of operation, the nodes are densely deployed with similar attributes and coverage rate. But due to a large number of redundant nodes, the energy is consumed at a fast rate. Some nodes die and the coverage rate decreases. CSHN algorithm achieves a dynamic adjustment of redundant nodes over time and establishes connected cover set based on equalized energy consumption; therefore, the survival nodes are more uniformly distributed. Compared with random algorithm, CSHN algorithm has a mild variation of coverage rate at later stage. The network performance is more stable over time, which satisfies the requirement in practical environment.

A key node prediction mode is built and used to predict the sensitive area. The energy supply features of ordinary nodes and nodes utilizing renewable energy are considered during deployment with the focus laid upon reducing blind spot area and congestion of hot spots and increasing effective coverage. The interactive deployment of heterogeneous nodes is invoked to achieve collaboration between ordinary nodes and nodes utilizing renewable energy, equalization of energy consumption and reduction of energy consumption. Simulation experiment shows that with the same initial number of nodes, our method can more effectively reduce redundant nodes as compared with random; the nodes with less residual energy are allocated with less tasks to prevent failure, so as to improve connectivity, prolong the service life and equalize distribution of energy consumption. Using our algorithm, a reasonable balance is realized between coverage and energy consumption, with reduction of unnecessary energy consumption and increase of service life.
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